
 Version 3

Stitch Editor * Auto-Hoop * Layout * Customize * Wreath & Border Creator * Digitizer

Power Over Your Embroidery Designs
You will be amazed at what you can do with BuzzEdit version 3. It is a powerful stitch editor, an auto-hooping 
program, a layout program, a basic digitizing program, a customizer and an automatic wreath and border 
creator. It's like having SIX programs in one!

Overview
While BuzzEdit started as a simple embroidery stitch editor, it has continued to grow into a robust tool for 
customizing and creating embroideries!

•Embroidery Stitch Editing - BuzzEdit 
provides powerful stitch editing 
capabilities. Add, delete or move 
stitches.
•Enhanced! Digitizing tools - objects 
are retained in the BUZ file for future 
editing -
•New! Appliqué function - create 
position tack down & finishing in one 
step
•New! Continuous Border Wizard - 
create continuous borders with ease & 
accurate alignment
•New! Wreath Wizard - quickly create 
coordinating wreath & label designs - 
colors are sorted for you automatically 
to save you time
•Automatically Split for Multi-Hoops
•Updated thread palettes and hoops
•New! Updated print functions - new print worksheet function creates a detailed printout to 
show you color breaks for better thread selections and more efficient time at the machine - 
updated template includes name of design, cross hair options, better graphics and more
•And more... Click on the features tab above for a feature list.
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Formats Supported
BuzzEdit v3 supports the following file formats and manufacturer's. Whenever possible, we will continue to 
add support for newer versions of these file formats. The time required  to do this is variable and cannot be 
estimated.

NOTE: Due to product release cycles, you may need to download the latest update in order to 
support all of the formats listed.

File 
Format

 Embroidery Machine
Manufacturers Open Save

ART Bernina artista, OESD -

ART50 Bernina artista, OESD -

ART60 Bernina artista, OESD -

ASD Melco -

BUZ Buzz Tools Objects

CND Melco Condensed -

CSD POEM, Singer EU, Viking Huskygram

DST Tajima

EMD Elna Xpressive

EXP Dos Expanded

GNC Great Notions Condensed -

HUS Viking Husqvarna

JEF Janome / New Home

JEF+ Janome / New Home

-
Use JEF 
for these 
machines

OEF OESD Condensed -

PCS Pfaff

PEC Baby Lock, Bernina Deco, Brother, Simplicity -

PES Baby Lock, Bernina Deco, Brother, Simplicity

PHC Baby Lock, Bernina Deco, Brother -

SEW Elna, Janome / New Home, Kenmore

SHV Viking Husqvarna -

VIP VIP Customizing

VP3 Pfaff

XXX Singer XL, Compucon
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